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Blog page template free

Learn the basics of web design, including box model, positioning, color theory, typography, and more. If you are a personal blogger and also in WordPress then I must say, the combination is perfect. WordPress initially started out as a cute blogging platform and with continuous development and volunteers behind it, it is now a giant in the web world.
Blogging is a phenomenal thing that connects with your hobbies. Maybe you just had a tasty recipe in a new restaurant, maybe you just visited the Himalayas of Nepal on holiday, maybe you bought a new mac book pro you've been waiting for, you might want to talk about the photography techniques you learned, maybe you've visited a summer fashion
show in Paris or anything, now, you might want to talk about it and share your experience and knowledge, blogging about it right away in your personal blog is a terrible way to do it. While the whole blogging thing is up to you, it's important that your blog looks beautiful, professional, easy to read and well structured to be well ranked in the main search
engines. In addition, we both know that your visitors will mostly read about your blog in their mobile devices, so your blog must also react. This will fully help you gather more visitors and make them part of your experience that you share on your blog. This post is all about finding the right WordPress blogger theme that will suit your blog content &amp;
character. Below I listed great free topics for the personal blog WordPress, I hope it will help your blog get the look it needs.  Zakra Zakra is a fast and lightweight multifunctional WordPress theme that can be suitable for any type of website. It has a very modern design that is used for most websites. This theme can be used for work, restaurants, charities,
yoga, spa and more. Similarly, it can also be categorized as one of wordpress's sexiest topics. It has a dedicated demo blog included in the topic itself to help you create an effective blog. This Wordpress blog theme is also compatible with Gutenberg. So you can easily customize your website with the help of block elements through Gutenberg editors. This
really helps you customize your blogs according to the way you want them to. Furthermore, it also has frames and wide layouts. You can choose between any of them and start creating your blogs. Both layouts are designed to give your blogs the best possible look. This topic also has an advanced typography to help you style texts for your blogs as well.
Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Cenote Cenote is a clean and beautifully designed wordpress blog theme created for blogging purposes. Use its different typography options, color options, layout options, and more to create breathtaking blogs. This SEO friendly theme is also made with flexibility in mind, allowing you to easily create any type of
blogs. From photographic blogs to oriented to even fashion blogs, your blogging talent flourishes using this very accompanying theme. The theme also provides 4+ widget areas, as well as providing you with custom widgets to use. Cenote is compatible with different browsers on PC and mobile platforms and comes with a sticky menu option to improve the
navigation features of your website. With responsive design, personalization features and other user experience-oriented elements, you can ensure that your readers enjoy your website as much as they enjoy your blogs. Use the ThemeGrill demo add-on to instantly use site demos and start working on your blogs right away. Furthermore, each question,
problem or problem will be promptly answered from his special support team and detailed documentation. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Cali Cali is a pure and professional Free WordPress theme that is preferably ideal for any type of blog. The interface it has is amazing and stunning, to say the least. It is completely responsive and retinal ready
and surely your website will stand out from the crowd. With minimal design, the main influence and attention is paid to the content and media files you display. If you're someone who likes to share your experience or write about the things you love, this topic is SEO friendly. This makes your site more on search engines that reach a higher audience scale.
Even the customization options are outstanding. Change color schemes, typography, add icons, carousel, and sliders with ease. Each block and element is made with attention to detail. For your convenience, this template is also ready for WooCommerce. So if you want to sell your goods, there is an easy way to pay. Furthermore, this topic also supports
RTL's language and the translation is ready. So most parts of the world can easily understand your website. This can also be very helpful for the growth of your website. Create an amazing blog or personal website within minutes just with Cali today! Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Neve ColorMag Radiate Opus Blog Opus Blog Is a free WordPress
blog theme that provides powerful features and options for any type of your blog site. It has such a clean and elegant design that you can even use it for a news and magazine website. The theme has multiple header and footer options. You can use them to match the overall look of any type of blog, news, or magazine website. It even has sliders to help you
improve your designs. This free WordPress blog theme also has different layouts such as single column and mansory layout. In addition, you can also have a variety of typography and color options to enhance the look of your website. Since this is a blog topic, sections with descriptions of authors can also be found for your blog. This can be very helpful to
let your readers know about authors as well. also supports post formats for audio and video. It can be useful if you want to expand the categories of posts on your blogs. A website with different types of posts could really attract a lot of attention. In this way, you can increase even more users and visitors according to your website, which is always a good thing.
Furthermore, it also has custom widgets for recent and featured posts. Download + Demo + Details Get hosting Baltazar Lite: Baltazar Lite is a free WordPress blog theme that can be perfect for you if you run a blog associated with gentlemen. It can include everything like fashion, fitness, grooming, or personal hygiene tips. It's also one of the blog's most
unique topics because there are more feminine topics compared to male themes. So you can attract a lot of men who want to make their lives better on your gentlemen's website with the help of this blog topic. This theme mainly focuses on male design and typography. So if you want a blog that looks convenient and dashing, you can easily have it with this
free WordPress blog theme. Baltazar Lite is also licensed for GPL. So you can also expect one of the best codes and standards used for your website. Moreover, it is also a topic adapted to social media. So your pages and blogs can be easily shared by your readers on social media. This can really increase the reach of your audience as well. The theme
also has multiple pre-built pages for your website. With this, you can easily save a lot of time because you do not have to create it from scratch. The whole theme can also be easily modified or customized as needed, as it is a very flexible topic. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Blog Lite Blog Lite as its name gives it is a pure, professional and simple
personal blog theme perfect for blogs of all nies. Whether you want to start an online magazine, travel websites, online news, editorial pages, personal or even professional blogs, this template is the ideal choice. Extremely customizable and very flexible, getting the perfect end result is a piece of cake. and it doesn't matter if you're a beginner or a beginner
because all options are extremely user-friendly. The design is also based on a retinal-ready retinal retina-ready responsive frame. This means that your site will look absolutely flawless no matter which device your users prefer to use. Another great thing about this template is that it is also SEO optimized. By making it easier for users to influence their order,
this topic certainly manages to think outside the box. Get an exceptional range of color schemes that you can use to add that custom feel. And that's not all, you'll also get custom widgets to add functionality, a variety of header styles and nice typography options. Reaching out to your users and staying in touch is also easy thanks to creative social media
icons and connection options. Best writing experience get online only with the Lite blog. Download + Demo + DetailsGet DetailsGet Read more Read more It's a simple, clean, professional WordPress theme for writers, bloggers and every creative individual. With this in mind, the template is designed to be SEO optimized and always ranked higher. The layout
itself is quite impressive and offers tons of variation and customization options. It is also completely responsive, retinal ready and will certainly attract the attention of your users in all the right places. For their users to have a starting word, this theme also comes with pre-built demos that you can easily install. Crafted with innovative user-friendly ideas and
options, it's perfect even for beginners with absolutely no knowledge of kodi. It comes with an attractive highlight slider where you can highlight your content. And the custom logo, social links, and menu styles options give you all the flexibility you need. Read More is also designed with simplicity in mind which makes this theme light and loads faster.
Extremely seamless with all major internet browsers and devices, get the ultimate package today! Other advanced features of this template include WooCommerce compatibility, free Google fonts, ready translation, and more! Download + Demo + DetailsGet Hosting Writee This is free to use a WordPress theme made for bloggers, optimized for creative
information content. Pixel-perfect graphics, fully responsive and mobile-friendly, and a variety of customization features make it one of the most popular free WordPress themes. With this theme, you can customize almost all elements on your website, including headers, backgrounds, logos/favicones, primary and accent colors, and more. Feel free to express
your ideas and imagination with this blogging-ready theme with features that enrich your text content. Writee lets you improve the quality of your articles with an astonishing number of features such as typography options, pagination options, different post layouts, and more. Writee also provides an awesome slider to view featured content to your viewers.
Creators can create different types of content such as text, videos, photos, and more. Writee also provides features to improve content receptivity with Breadcrumb, a section with built-in linked posts, social media sharing icons, and social widgets. Download + Demo + DetailsGet Hosting Cambium Cambium is a modern, elegant and simple Free WordPress
theme designed and created with magazines, news and blogs in mind. The flawless and well-designed design is fully responsive and mobile-friendly. If you are one of those who want to create an amazing website with intriguing content, then this theme is the ideal choice for you. The vivid and dynamic aspect of this topic is what makes your website stand
out. It is also enriched with many options of customization, and design variations for homepages. You can add custom headers, backgrounds, menus, and more. But that's not all. All. content-focused topics are also tailored to SEO. Other great features include: Suave typography, optimized retina, drag quotes, translation, and ready widget sections, and so
on. These features can be easily used on your site to make it more efficient and easy to use. Making sure none of your international users are left out, this template is also ready for translation and RTL friendly. Create an impeccable platform to share your content and impress anyone who lands on a Cambium-only site! Download + Demo + Details Get
Hosting Zillah Zillah is a simple personal theme of the 2020 WordPress blog. With this theme, you can only focus on writing beautiful content. Zillah will take care of everything else to give your site a great online presence that in turn will attract more visitors to your blog. On top of that, this SEO friendly theme is compatible with different wordpress page
builders, allowing you to easily structure your website without any knowledge of coding. Some of the stand-out stunning features of this theme are responsive design, unlimited colors, widgetized foothills, full width featured slider, beautiful author's box, easy-to-use mega menus and more. The creators of this topic also made this topic possible for their own
blog. This shows the reliability and dedication that developers have placed on this topic. To make the topic even more practical, the theme comes with very detailed documentation guides, with video tutorials and a dedicated support team. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Freedom If you are a photographer or intend to become one just like me and
are also interested in photo blogging, then Freedom can certainly be sweet fit to be the next look of your portfolio and photos blogs. This topic comes down to highlighting your photos and enabling you to impose details, add your opinion and feelings about it, and display it using your vision. The theme can also be used as a normal blog. Using the photo
blogging layout for the homepage and archive pages, you can create an extremely convenient website filled to the brim with spectacular images and content. The theme also includes a built-in slider that helps you quickly upload a picture and view it in a nice way. If you want more features like color options, font options, font size options, and more, you can
also try a pro version that also adds additional handy features like more sliding effects, social icons, promotional boxes, and more. You can watch the demo version for professionals here. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Ashe Ashe is beautifully designed for free to use WordPress blogging themes. This very flexible theme has features for every type
of blogging website, from personal to lifestyle to photographic portfolios. You and your team can create impressive and posts using its multi-engine design, and the theme is highly tailored for beginners and provides simple customization features with detailed detailed Guide. You can build your website with multiple types of layouts using this theme with an
alternative left and right sidebar design, as well as a double sidebar design. Ashe also provides useful design features such as boxed design, promo boxes for viewing content, banner ads, store schedules and formats and more. This ready-to-translate theme also comes with built-in compatibility for almost all popular WordPress plugins such as Contact
Form 7, MailPoet, etc. Introduce amazing, well-constructed blogs to your viewers, create awe-inspiring portfolios and handy online stores using this very flexible WordPress theme. Download + Demo + DetailsGet Hosting GuCherry Blog As mentioned in the name itself, GuCherry Blog is an amazing free wordpress blog theme with which you can easily
create your blog website. It's a modern WordPress theme that's fully compatible with Gutenberg. So you won't have any trouble using block editors for your website. This topic is specifically targeted for blogs. As a result, it also has an author widget. This can be very good if you have to mention one or more authors on the blog. Similarly, social connections
and widgets are also available to allow your blogs to be shared on social media. This can increase the reach of your blogs to an even larger audience. Furthermore, GuCherry Blog also has 3 different blog layouts that will make your work easier. The blog layout consists of a full-width format, left sidebar, and right sidebar. All are designed to give you the best
look with their blogs. Post formats for your website are also available along with 2 post widget layouts. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Oblique Oblique is a creative masonry theme that sweetly matches your fashion blog. The theme is uniquely designed to help you create an elegant and professional blog. Customizable typography, impressive
design and perfect proportions and spacing allow you to create an aesthetically pleasing blog without any difficulty. Among the many features packaged in this theme, some of the amazing are images of parallax headers, full color control with unlimited color variations, easy access to all Google fonts, responsive design, etc. You can create a very interactive
menu that allows your readers to easily navigate the entire website. The theme also supports social connections that will help you build a strong connection with your target audience by linking your social media profiles to your fashion blog. And if you want your blog to thrive in this era, social media integration is critical. Download + Demo + Details Get
Hosting Blog Kit Another simple and minimal but beautiful free WordPress blog theme we recommend is Blog Kit. It is perfect for blog sites of all nihs although it is especially in the way of those related to travel, food, lifestyle and personal entries. that it is compatible with Elementor Page Builder, modifying and editing elements according to your wishes is
extremely Another plus point of using this theme is that due to the simplified approach, this topic is easy and fast loading. Furthermore, it is fully responsive and retinal ready and automatically adjusts to each screen size of the device with ease. What's even more, you'll also get simple customization options with color schemes, custom fonts, logos, and more.
It's also compatible with the cross-browser so it loads seamlessly no matter which internet browsers you prefer. Another great thing about this topic is that it also offers multiple blogs and options for one post layout. This gives you the choice of choosing what best suits you and your site. Furthermore, it is also optimized for SEO, which means that your
website will be ranked higher on all SERP. But that's not all, get custom options for color, logo, fonts and more! Start efficiently and make an impact on anyone who lands only with Blog Kit! Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting GeneratePress GeneratePress is a highly optimized and lightweight WordPress theme created for blogging purposes. The
theme is very functional and fully compatible with various popular WordPress plugins such as WooCommerce, BuddyPress and WPML. The theme is highly secured, as is seo optimized, as well schema.org integrated and additionally integrated with translation features. This allows you to modify and improve your content to rank higher in the SEO rankings,
improving the reception of your blogs. GeneratePress provides a variety of blog-friendly features such as 9 widget areas, 5 sidebar layouts, pajser menus, and a variety of navigation features and buttons. Useful widgets, ads and banners, you can easily place them all in many areas in the sidebar, footer and more. The theme also provides multiple post
formats for different types of content that you can post on your website. You can also use the built-in theme compatibility with the Awesome font to use different icons in content, site layouts, and more. Download + Demo + DetailsGet Hosting Activello This minimalist WordPress blog theme is a Bootstrap-based theme that features awe-inspiring graphics and
style. The theme consists of high-functioning widgets as well as a beautiful full-screen slider built to view your blogs and posts. Activella is compatible with many popular WordPress plugins such as WooCommerce, Gravity forms, Jetpack, Yoast SEO, Contact Form 7 Schema.org etc. This collection of plugins is of great benefit to an aspiring blogger, whether
it's improving website ranking, improving content, or providing important features to your viewers. You can display your content appropriately to all users on various platforms with retinal-ready design, infinite scrolling, shiny font icons, and other accompanying personalization features available from the start. It can be their blogging website the way they
imagine using WordPress customizers and its intense features. You can be sure knowing that everything is yours will also be perfectly presented to readers. Download + Demo + DetailsGet Hosting Type Gist Gist is a feature enriched free WordPress theme that is great for blogging purposes. Gist is a very creative WordPress theme that provides
administrators with unlimited Google fonts, color and font options, typography features, custom widgets, and more. These features provide a variety of options for enriching your blog, embellishing your website and adding a personal sense of glamour to your content. You can add metadata to your content, copyright, manage sidebar options, and more, while
maintaining the visual characteristics of the website for all multi-platform compatibility platforms. The topic is very blog accommodative with its multiple blog pages, adhesive sidebar, social media integration and more. Viewers on your website will find it easier to search for relative information. The carousel slider, sticky menus, search options, and various
header layouts give you a great user experience for your readers. You can also insert copyright text, as well as insert Powered-By hyperlink text using customizers to privatise your blogs. Its lightweight frame can also help visitors to your website with a fast page load speed. Download + Demo + DetailsGet Hosting Masonic Many people like to have their blog
on Pinterest or picture board. Are you one of them? Then we have the right themed recipe for you and this Masonic-style blogging theme is called 'Masonic'. The theme supports image header. The site title and slogan are displayed just above the header image. If you add a nice picture compared to your blog, it can make a great impression on visitors. The
menu follows immediately after the picture header. The menu bar contains a handy search function that will instantly help visitors search for and navigate content on your blog easily. More than a beautiful Masonic look, the theme is also packed with many features such as primary color option, link color option, logo upload, custom CSS, more than 3 widget
areas, and others. With this Seo optimized theme and all its features, you can give a unique feel to your blog and make it recognizable from each blog. Furthermore, this topic also has an amazing support team along with detailed documentation. While you are very unlikely to use them, it is still good to know that you will have a helping hand when you need
it. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Want themes for multifunctional websites? This post may be helpful - The best FREE WordPress themes for 2020 Maybe you like to blog, write your stories and share with others. You may want to help others with your ideas through your blog. But what if you have no idea how to start a blog? Hell! It's a great
opportunity that's moving away from your hands. But that won't be a problem anymore. Here is a free blogging theme for WordPress under Everly Lite who exactly suits your needs. First, creating the site is very simple for anyone with or without coding skills. It then becomes super simple when you have a simple, minimalist and simple theme like Everly Lite.
You don't need any coding skills to use the construction of a blog with this theme. It is completely responsive and ready for a retina that is perfect for all types of displays. Furthermore, the theme contains multiple layouts/demo pages, typography options, Google fonts, custom widgets, SEO optimized design, short codes, and more. Well, Everly Lite is a great
topic to launch a new blog while you can upgrade to its premium version at any time for more advanced features. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Pro Blogg is a WordPress blog topic for professional bloggers and writers. With a simple, clean and minimal design, the theme provides a wonderful classic look to your blog so readers can't help reading
your content. The theme is completely responsive and retinal-ready – your articles, featured images, and overall content look great on all devices, small to large screens, normal for retinal screens. Taking a deeper look, the theme has a prominent carousel slider on the homepage where you can display the most interesting content. Furthermore, it has a
sticky header, social icons, a built-in search option, a beautiful look of a masonry grid for homepage posts, widget options, email newsletter options, etc. The design of the blog page is also beautifully designed. The theme is available in free and premium versions. The free version can be easily downloaded from the Dessign Themes website, while the
premium version can be accessed by purchasing a membership plan. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Flat is a free blogging theme creative with typography and minimalism in mind. The WordPress theme has a fantastic vertical sidebar for efficient navigation, not the usual horizontal one. Using proportional, flexible grids, customizable page design
and balanced typography, Flat presents itself as a highly effective theme that ensures a simple reading experience, an accommodation experience for your readers. Cataloging, managing and describing media has never been easier than how Flat uses his theme composition without distractions. If you're a blogger who prefers to have an aesthetically
pleasing, minimalist designed website for your blogs, flat is perfect for you. The theme supports vertical menu after widget area. On the other side of this menu, your content appears beautifully. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Fukasawa is designed with responsiveness in mind. It's the minimal theme of a bricklaying-style blog for photographers and
collectors. It features responsive retinal-ready design and design, support for image formats, galleries and video posts, five custom widgets, an archive page template, a gallery slide show. Fukasawa also has many personalization options for you, such as customized support for accent colors, logo support, editor and translation ready code. This gives you
the opportunity to personalize your experience and every other element that gives your customers a pleasant experience as they walk on your website. Fukasawa supports Jetpack Infinite Scroll, which helps view multiple posts without reloading the page, further improving the portfolio and photographic aspect of your blogs. Download + Demo + Details Get
Hosting Tracks is an extremely bold, beautiful and responsive theme. The theme is perfect for personal blogs, magazines and photo websites. This topic is certainly one of the interesting personal topics of the blog. The theme has an editorial design in which you can display images and posts of content side by side interchangeably, making it a great choice
for photography, review, magazine and portfolio websites. Only this can make your blog unique and beautifully present content to users. The theme also comes with over 50+ social media icons to integrate your website with social media platforms, as well as useful features such as a search bar, comment display options and premium layout. The
multifunctional theme is also highly customizable for custom logo options, menu customization, featured image headers, stick posts, multiple themed options, and more. Songs also have SEO optimization with translation ready to ensure you can globalize the content of your blog. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Sueva is a very responsive theme,
perfectly crafted to show your articles with zero distractions. Show off your magnificent content using different header layouts, a detailed panel with full options, custom widgets, a glossy icon font, Google fonts, and more. You have the option to adapt Sue's contents to the contents of your heart with your detailed themed board and unlimited sidebars. Sueva
is the ideal Tumblelog WordPress theme for displaying your portfolio. It has powerful features on one page, as well as a Masonic layout and Portfolio section for easy image viewing. The theme also comes with the powerful Gallery with support for a variety of slideshow plugins such as revolution slider, Level Slider and Flex slider. Not only that, Sueva comes
up with two additional children's themes: Polar and Sneak. The theme is packed with many features and further supports different post formats. You can also commercialize your website because the WooCommerce theme is supported and can use its plugins and add-ons. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Wilson is another topic on this list from
Anders Norén. I have to admit, the guy makes great topics for bloggers. It is a pure, simple and responsive topic for personal websites and blogs. The theme is packed with lots of features to help you create a rocking blog. Wilson puts the focus on your content without any compromise on half the functionality. Includes custom logo support, custom widgets
for Flickr, Dribbble &amp; video, two templates, custom accent color, and other features created to help each a sense of self and individuality. Ensure that each blog is interesting and an adventure to read by itself using different post formats, customization features, etc. Then, rest assured that the end result looks absolutely gorgeous on each platform as the
plugin uses high-resolution means, retinal-ready design and more. Download + Demo + Details Get Hosting Powen Lite is specifically designed for blogging websites, however due to its clean design and many customization options, it can easily be customized for any purpose. The theme is white, neat and clean. Powen theme is well documented so there is
very little chance that you will be confused using any of thematic features. The theme has a built-in slider that can be used to highlight some of your posts. The theme also supports RTL, you just need to install the theme on the RTL WordPress blog (WordPress in different languages that has RTL as the default writing method) and the theme will automatically
adapt. I find this feature really fascinating. Powen Lite also provides fascinating features perfect for blogs such as the latest full-width post section, social media icons, featured sliders, various Call to Action options, as well as built-in navigation keys. The theme is also SEO friendly and also supports Semantic Markup to allow search engines to help viewers
easily find your content. Download + Demo + Get Hosting details If you landed on this site anyway and need a multifunctional theme, the Flash theme is perfect for you. Learn more about Fantastic Flash by clicking here. Here.
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